H. K. Library

New Arrivals – October & November 2016

The H. K. Library presents the list of contents of Periodicals acquired by the Library during the month of October & November 2016. It includes the Books and Other various Publications like Working Papers, Studies, Research Reports, Policy Studies, Monographs etc. The list of periodicals arrangement is in alphabetical by the name and its content are given as it appears in the periodicals.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51 (43) October 22, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Indian Journal of Industrial Relations</td>
<td>50 (3) January 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50 (4) April 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51 (1) July 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51 (2) October 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>IPE - Journal of Management</td>
<td>6 (1) Jan -June 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>MakingIt</td>
<td>Number 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49, (3 &amp; 4), July – December 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Social Scientist</td>
<td>44 (9-10) Sept. – October 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The truth about NSEL: Part 2</td>
<td>National Spot Exchange list (NSEL)</td>
<td>332.610954/NAT</td>
<td>47390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>A life lived with grace: Shri Arvind Mafatlal (1923 – 2011)</td>
<td>Kurian, Mini Chandran</td>
<td>923.8/KUR</td>
<td>47393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
H. K. Library:

Agricultural Situation in India
72 (11) February 2016

ARTICLES
1. Determinants of Rural Non-farm Employment in Punjab: A Logistic Analysis - Dr. Neeraj Sharma & Harinder Mohan
2. Factors Determining Energy Consumption in Agricultural Production: A Comparative Economic Analysis in Tamil Nadu” - D. Murugan and E. Kanagaraj
3. Production and Growth in Pulses in India– Vishnu Shanker Meena, Shirish Sharma and Vishal Dagar

AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH

Agricultural Situation in India
72 (12) March 2016

ARTICLES
1. Economic Analysis of Rejuvenation Technology of Mandarin Orange Orchard - Dr. Nishant V. Shende
2. Gender Issues in Indian Agriculture: The Structural Changes in Agriculture Labour Force Participation - Pushpa, Punit Kumar Agarwal and B.S. Chandel
4. A Study of Prototype in the Rule Based Expert System for the Management of Downy Mildew Disease in Grape Crop - Mr. S. K. Jadhav and Dr. R.D. Kumbhar

AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Impact Study of the National Horticulture Mission (NMH) Scheme in Kerala - K. Jothi Sivagnanam, Agro-Economic Research Centre, University of Madras,

Agricultural Situation in India
73 (1) April 2016

ARTICLES
1. Watershed Approach for Sustainable Management of Natural Resources and Enhancing Rural Livelihood Security — Hari Om Sharma, Sunil Nahatkar & Deepak Rathi
2. Soyabean Sector in Maharashtra: Bring Hope, Not Distress — Jayanti Kajale, Sangeeta Shroff and Naresh Bodkhe
3. Horticultural Crops in India- Growth, Instability and Decomposition Approach — Punit Kumar Agarwal, Pushpa Yadav, Santosh kumar and Divya Pandey
4. Advancements in Dairy Feed Industry- An Alternative Way to Overcome the Scarcity of Fodder in India — Kashish and Vikrant Dhawan

AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Baseline Data on Area, Production and Productivity of 37 Horticultural Crops in North-East and Himalayan States- A Study in Assam — Dr. Moromi Gogoi and Debajit Borah--AERC for NorthEast India, Assam Agricultural University, Jorhat, Assam

Agricultural Situation in India
73 (2) May 2016

ARTICLES
1. Agricultural Capital Investment Across States in India: Is it Converging? — Niti Pandeya
2. Agricultural Wells in Rural India: A Case Study of Ungaranigundla Village, Kurnool District of Andhra Pradesh — Dr. Pesala Busenna
3. Compare the Progress and Issues of the Floriculture Industries between Netherlands and India — K. Prakash

AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH
1. Possibilities and Constraints in Adoption of Alternative Crops to Paddy in Green Revolution Belt of North India (Western U.P.) — Prof. Ramendu Roy -Agro-Economic Research Centre University of Allahabad, Allahabad
2. Indicators of Agriculture, Quarterly Report: January - March, 2016 — Dr. A.V. Manjunatha — Agricultural Development and Rural Transformation Centre (ADRTC), Institute For Social and Economic Change, Bangalore

Agricultural Situation in India
73 (3) June 2016

ARTICLES
Impact of Participatory Approach and Empowerment of Local Institutions under IWMP (Integrated Watershed Management Programme) in Bihar — Dr. Ranjan Kumar Sinha and Dr. Basant Kumar Jha
NBFCs in India—A Viable Alternative for Value Chain Financing — Hareesh kumar A G & Dr Thomas Paul Kattookaran
Status of Agricultural Marketing Reforms in Tamil Nadu — Dr. K. Jothi Sivagnanam and Dr. K. Murugan

AGRO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Impact of Soil Testing Analysis in Madhya Pradesh — Dr. Hari Om Sharma and Dr. Deepak Rathi-A.E.R.C. for Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh, Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya,

Economic & Political Weekly
51 (39) September 24, 2016

Commentary
1. RBI Pays a Stiff Price — Bishwajit Bhattacharyya
2. Redeeming Ourselves as People in Jammu and Kashmir — Gautam Navlaka
3. Reconceptualising India’s Civilisational Basis — Pushparaj V Deshpande
4. Godavari Basin Water Resources Draft Final Plan — Paromita Goswami
5. Trends in Public Expenditure on Elementary Education in India — Ambrish Dongre, Avani Kapur
6. The Increasing Incidence of PPP Project Cancellations in India — Kumar V Pratap

**Perspectives**

Social Change in India — Surendra Munshi

**Special Articles**

1. Forgetting Partition — Kanika Gauba
2. Coastal Ecology and Fishing Community in Mumbai — Hemantkumar A Chouhan, D Parthasarathy, Sarmistha Pattanaik
3. Do Urban Voters in India Vote Less? — Kanchan Chandra, Alan Potter

**Book Reviews**

1. Participative Governance in District Administration: Memoirs of Collector, Raigad — Farmers’ Successful ‘Referendum’ against the Reliance Maha SEZ by Nipun Vinayak
   **Book Reviewed by** Rakshit Sonawane
2. Understanding the Novel: A Theoretical Overview by Albeena Shakil;
   **Book Reviewed by** Bhoomika Meiling

---

**Economic & Political Weekly**

51 (40) October 1, 2016

**Commentary**

1. Women Break Hierarchies, Walk to Freedom — Swapna Majumdar
2. Counting Conflict-induced Internally Displaced Persons in India — Madhulika Sahoo, Jalandhar Pradhan
4. Enforcing Renewable Purchase Obligations — Rashmi Nayar
5. Cooperative Movements in India — Nilakantha Rath
6. Crisis of Islamist Extremism in Contemporary Bangladesh — Maidul Islam
7. Abolishing User Fee and Private Wards in Public Hospitals — Chandrakant Lahariya

**Insight**

India’s Air Traffic System — Hans Huber

**Special Articles**

1. Damage to Democracy — Anurag Bhaskar
2. Oil Price, Exchange Rate and the Indian Macroeconomy — Taniya Ghosh
3. Does Contract Farming Improve Farmers’ Income and Efficiency? — Nivedita Sharma

**Review Article**

Who Moved My Interest Rate? Leading the Reserve Bank of India through Five Turbulent Years by Duvvuri Subbarao

**Article Reviewed by** Vivek Moorthy
**Economic & Political Weekly**  
51 (41) October 8, 2016

**Commentary**
1. The Cauvery Water Dispute - Need for a Rethink — S Janakarajan
2. Research as if People Matter - NFSA Survey 2016 — Abhishek Shaw
3. Liminal Spaces - Racism against Africans in India — Renu Modi, Rhea D 'Silva
4. Not Just About Jobs and 'Smart' Cities - Violence and Youth Identities — Jaideep Gupte
5. Lines on the Map — Meena Menon

**Insight**

**Special Articles**
1. Thinking Clearly about Suicide in India — II - Suitable Girls and Companionate Couples—Social Change and Suicide in the Indian Family — Peter Mayer
2. Ambient Air Pollution from Urban Transport in India — Michael Eric Lytton, Robert W Collin, Rajesh Kumar Rai
3. Diasporas Transforming Homelands - Nuancing à Collective Remittanceà Practices in Rural Gujarat — Sudeep Basu

**Book Reviews**
1. Handbook of Contemporary India edited by Knut A Jacobsen;  
   Book Reviewed by A R Vasavi
2. Commercial and Inclusive Value Chains: Doing Good and Doing Well edited by Malcolm Harper, John Belt and Rajeev Roy  
   Book Reviewed by Sukhpal Singh

---

**Economic & Political Weekly**  
51 (42) October 15, 2016

**Commentary**
1. Muslim Women: Historic Demand for Change — Jyoti Punwani
2. Baby Kamble to Bama - Dalit Women Write Differently — Purnachandra Naik
3. China's One- or Two-child Policy - A Narrow Path — Madhurima Nundy
5. Sharit Bhowmik, 1948-2016 - Farewell to a Trusty Crusader — Virginius Xaxa
6. Scholar, Teacher, Activist — Indira Gartenberg, Mouleshri Vyas

**50 Years of EPW**
1. An Obvious Repository — Pranab Kumar Bardhan
2. Valuable Commentary — Anand Patwardhan
3. Indian and Global — Robert H Wade
5. A Searchlight — Rajmohan Gandhi

**Perspectives**
Ramananda Reviewed — Margery Sabin

**Special Articles**
1. Fiscal Transfers and Urban Policy - Magnitude and Mechanisms of Urban Dependency — Gregory Pierce
2. Beech ka Raasta - Practices in the Primary Education Bureaucracy — Ashwin

**Book Reviews**

1. Sexual States: Governance and the Struggle to Decriminalize Homosexuality in India by Jyoti Puri
   **Book Reviewed by** Zaid Al Baset
2. Sprout: A Social Geography of Rajasthan by Yemuna Sunny
   **Book Reviewed by** Thingnam Sanjeev

---

**Economic & Political Weekly**

51 (43) October 22, 2016

**Commentary**

1. Danger Zones of High Economic Growth — Amit Bhaduri
2. Defying the Pattern - The 2016 State Assembly Elections — Bidyut Chakrabarty
3. Indian Socialists and Their Legacy — Sonal Shah
4. Seismic Shifts in Hong Kong Politics - Localism and LegCo Election 2016 — Alan Tse, Sealing Cheng
5. Internet Governance - Is the Internet Really Free of US Control? — Parminder Jeet Singh
6. Votes against Trump Have Consolidated — Amit Sengupta, Praveen K Chaudhry

**Insight**

Wages of Communal Violence in Muzaffarnagar and Shamli — Harsh Mander, Akram Akhtar Chaudhary, Zafar Eqbal, Rajanya Bose

**Special Articles**

1. ‘Only What Does Not Fit In Can Be True’ - De-professionalisation and Academia in Relation to Adorno and Tagore — Rosinka Chaudhuri
2. Converting Urban Cooperative Banks into Commercial Banks — Vijay K Khanna, K Ramesha

**Book Reviews**

1. Modi and His Challenges by Rajiv Kumar
   **Book Reviewed by** Arvind Krishnaswamy
2. Economic Thought: A Brief History by Heinz D Kurz translated by Jeremiah Riemer
   **Book Reviewed by** Alex M Thomas

---

**Economic & Political Weekly**

51 (44 - 45) November 05, 2016

**Commentary**

1. Milking 1984 as an Election Issue — Harminder Kaur
2. The Unmaking of the Forest Rights Act — Meena Menon
3. Telangana Chief Minister Makes Cornwallis Turn in His Grave — Kingshuk Nag
4. Establishment Bias of the Nobel Peace Prize 2016 — Pritam Singh
5. Implementing or Ignoring the Law on Sexual Harassment? — Anagha Sarpotdar
7. A Symbol and the Reading of a Mandate - CPI(M) and Election Results 2016 — Vipin Kumar Chirakkara
8. S M Yunus Jaffery (1930-2016), Historian and Teacher - Portrait of a Persian Scholar — Emma J Flatt

**Insight**
Genetically Modified Mustard and India’s Future — Pushpa M Bhargava

**Review of Women’s Studies**
1. Politics of Rescue, Voices of the Trafficked — Geraldine Forbes
2. Impossible Immobility — Samita Sen
3. Humanitarian Trafficking - Violence of Rescue and (Mis)calculation of Rehabilitation — Kimberly Walters
4. Criminalising the Trafficked - Blaming the Victim — Paula Banerjee
5. Unspoken Voices of Trafficked Women and Children in Manipur — Ajailiu Niumai
6. ‘Who Would Like to Live in This Cage?’ - Voices from a Shelter Home in Assam — Barnali Das
7. 'Next Time I Will Go to Dubai’ - How Rescue and Rehabilitation Fails Women — Baitali Ganguly

**Special Articles**
1. Constitutional Geographies and Cartographies of Impunity - Human Rights and Adivasis/Tribes in Contemporary India — Kalpana Kannabiran
2. Domestic Labour and Female Labour Force Participation - Adding a Piece to the Puzzle — Sirisha C Naidu
3. Harmful Speech and the Politics of Hurt Sentiments - Censorship as a Biopolitical Project in India — Philipp Sperner

**Book Reviews**
1. Woodsmoke and Leaf Cups: Autobiographical Footnotes to the Anthropology of the Durwa by Madhu Ramnath
   **Book Reviewed by** Felix Padel
2. Gender Challenges (3 Volumes) by Bina Agarwal
   **Book Reviewed by** Carolyn Elliott

Summaries

AGRARIAN DISTRESS, FAMILY FARMING, LAND MANAGEMENT AND OTHER ISSUES
1. Assessment of Risk Due to Exposure to Drought: A Study of Farm Households of Nagaland — Baiarbor Nongbri, S.M. Feroze, Lalal.P. Ray and L. Devarani
2. Status and Determinants of Livestock Insurance in India: A Micro Level Evidence from Haryana and Rajasthan — Subhash Chand, Anjani Kumar, Madhusudan Bhattarai and Sunil Saroj

Summaries

FARM INCOME, PRODUCTIVITY AND METHODOLOGY Gt FARM INCOME LEVEL
1. Constraints in Cotton Cultivation: Cost Issues and Options for Income Increments — S.J. Balaji and Sant Kumar
2. Profit Efficiency among Jhum Practicing Tribal People of Mizoram State — Lalrinsangpuii, R. Malhotra, Laishram Priscilla and Bulbul G. Nagrale
3. Linking Bank Credit with Farm Net Income: A Study in the North Bank Plains Zone of Assam — R.N. Barman

Summaries

RAPPORTEURS' REPORTS
2. Rapporteur's Report on Farm Income, Productivity and Methodology of Farm Income Level — Naveen Prakash Singh

The Indian Journal of Industrial Relations
50 (3) January 2015

Articles:
1. Make in India, Largely for India — Raghuram Rajan
2. Union Decline: A Geography Based Assessment — Girish Balasubramanian
4. Rural-Urban Linkages, Labor Migration & Rural Industrialization in West Bengal — Subrata Dutta & Subhendu Chakrabarti
5. Manufacturing Growth & Employment Pattern in India Since 1990s — Hansa Jain
8. Turnover Intentions: Scale Construction & Validation — Sulakshna Dwivedi
9. Predictors of Employee Engagement: The Case of an Indian PSU — Bijaya Mishra, Baldev R Sharma & A Uday Bhaskar
10. Leadership Dimensions & Organizational Commitment in Small Scale Enterprises in Delhi — Rajesh S Pyngavil
12. Implementation of MGNREGA & Its Impact on Rural Madhya Pradesh — Denzil Fernandes
   Employment in Organized & Unorganized Retail — Amah Borkar & Bino Paul GD

The Indian Journal of Industrial Relations
50 (4) April 2015

Articles:
1. Tea Workers - Distressed in the Organized Industry in North Bengal — Ratna Sen
3. Economics of Skill Formation: A Note on the Need for Proper Manufacturing Base — Satya Prasad Padhi
4. Work from Home: A Boon or a Bane? The Missing Piece of Employee Cost — Dharma Raju Bathini & George Kandathil
5. Determinants of Executive Salary in a Competitive Market — Jatinder Kumar Jha & Sunil Maheshwari
6. Determinants of Vacancies for Management Graduates in Indian Firms — Ashutosh Bishnu Murti & Bino Paul GD
7. Is CSR a Hygiene Factor for Prospective Employees? An Indian Exploration — Sunil Maheshwari & Rama Shankar Yadav
8. Organizational Justice Climate & Organizational Citizenship Behavior in Indian Banks — Ravindra Jain & Sheelam Jain
9. Justice Perceptions, Organizational Citizenship Behavior, Intention to Quit & Affective Commitment — Soumendu Biswas
10. Person-Job Fit: Mediating Role of Job Satisfaction & Organizational Commitment — Bindu Chhabra
11. HR Practices & Union Management Relationship — Manoranjan Dhal
14. Empowering Leadership: A Study of Team Leaders & Team Members — Manjari Srivastava & Ruta Vyas

The Indian Journal of Industrial Relations
51 (1) July 2015

Articles:
2. Work Engagement & Work Alienation Distinct or Opposites? — Surya Prakash Pati & Pankaj Kumar
3. Justice Theory & Intention to Quit: The Case of IT/ITES & BFSI Employees — Sunil Maheshwari & Rupinder Bhinder
4. Talent Management in Indian IT&ITES Sectors — Naveen Kumar Bandcri & S. Migiro
6. Emotional Intelligence & Customer Satisfaction in Indian Banks — Pooja Singh & Rekha Singhal
8. Effect of Leadership on Organizational Commitment — Shiji Lyndon & Preeti S. Rawat
10. Factors Influencing Sabbatical Decision Making — Manjushree Ukey & Sasmita Palo
12. Incidences of Workplace Deviance Behavior among Nurses — Sasmita Palo & Avi Chawla
13. Industrial Relations as a Strategy for Enhancing Organizational Productivity & Performance — B. S. N. Raju

**The Indian Journal of Industrial Relations**

**51 (2) October 2015**

**Articles:**

1. Income distribution, Employment Growth & the Kaldor-Verdorn growth facts — Satya Prasad Padhi
3. Rural Entrepreneurship through Restructuring State Finances: A Note for Policy — Subrata Dutta
4. Trade Unionism & Contract Workers in Selected Industries in Jamshedpur — Vinay Kumar
5. Effective Utilization of Post-Assessment Center Data of Organizations in India — Seeta Gupta & A Uday Bhaskar
6. The Evolving Profile of Human Resource Professionals in India — M. Sriinannarayaiia
7. Employee Grievances Handling for Ambulance Staff at GVK EMRI, Gujarat — Babu Thomas & Sameer Pingle
8. Factors Influencing Work-life Balance of Women Educators: a Case Study — S/'inivas Lakkoju &..
9. R. JeyalakslfMi
10. Predictors of Employee Engagement in Public & Private Insurance Companies — Sugandh Rawal
11. Role of Life Events Stress & Individualism-Collectivism in Predicting Job Satisfaction — A. P. Singh, Amish & Nitu Singh
12. Organizational Commitment: Some Linkages with Emotional Intelligence — Meera Shanker & Omer Bin Sayeed
13. Organizational Climate & Job Involvement among Virtual Workers in Service Organizations — Arvind Kaur Birdie & Madhu Join

IPE - Journal of Governance & Public Policy
6 (1) Jan -June 2016

Articles
1. Sovereign DeBt Management and Monetary Policy Interaction - Institutional Framework for Coordination — NRVVMK Rajendra Kumar, Subbaiah Singala and Sunil Kumar
2. A Budget Analysis of Maternity Home & Child Welfare on urban Health; A Case Study of BBMP in Bangalore — K Prabhakar
4. Education: A tool for Empowerment of Women — Pranjal Dighe
5. E-Governance in India: Initiatives and Issues — Chitvan Khosla
6. Good Governance, Public Institutions and Grievance Redressal Mechanism in India - Can Citizen Grievance Mechanism be able to Enhance the Performance of Public Institutions? — Bishnu Prasad Mohapatra
8. Right To Dignified Labour: A Case for Notifying the National Policy on Domestic Workers in India — Francis Kuriakose and Deepa Kylasam Iyer

IPE - Journal of International Economics
7 (1) Jan -June 2016

Articles
1. Empirical evidence on Indian Exports of Gold jewellery products and its Trade partners — Naresh Kumar
2. Competitiveness of India’s Software Industry: A Macro Level analysis — Prashant V Kadam and P. K. Sudarsan
3. Forecasting Gold price with Box Jenkins Autoregressive integrated Moving Average Method — Rakesh Kumar Sharma
4. An Analysis of India’s Trade Flows: During The Post-Reform Period — G Raghavender Raju and Vishwanath Pandit
5. The impact of Macroeconomic Fundamentals on Stock Prices Revised: A Study of Indian Stock Market — Gurmeet Singh
6. Determinants of Exports in Major Asian Economies — Neena Malhotra and Deepika Kumari
7. Growth and Diversification of Manufacturing Export in India Since 1991 — Sufaira C.

**IPE - Journal of Management**

6 (1) Jan -June 2016

1. Exploring the Logistics Performance Index: Cross Country Comparisons of India’s Trade Logistics Performance with other Countries — Gayathri Ranjit
2. Leading Organizations through Cultural Change: An Empirical Study in Indian Organizations — Sunita Mehta and GC Maheshwari
3. Environment Sustainability Drivers in Indian Business Schools — Neeraj Singhal and Himani Gupta
4. Implications of Stress on Quality of Work Life among Teachers: An Empirical Study — Vemuri Swathi and M Sudhir Reddy
5. An Empirical Performance Evaluation of NSE NIFTY (vs) BSE SENSEX ETFs — M Swathy
6. Do Large Blockholders Impact Value of Cash? Evidence from India — Lalita Anand and M Thenmozhi
7. Impact of Flexible Work Arrangements on Productivity in Indian IT Sector: A Study — Jaya Bhalla
10. Proactive and Collaborative Trade Unionism - Excerpt from Industries — P Sreenivasan and Gopal Jadav
11. Economic and Social Impact of Micro Finance Programs: An Empirical Study of SHGs in Rajasthan, India — Pooja Joshi and A. K. Giri
12. Know Your Talent at Risk - A Tripolar Envisaging Archetype — K Pradeep Kumar, Radha Mohan Chebotu and S Suman Babu

**IPE - Journal of Marketing Vistas**

6 (1) Jan -June 2016

1. Perception of Facebook Amongst the Young Individuals — Shanthi P and Thiyagarajan S
2. Get Him Back! — Sameek Ghosh and G Naresh
3. A Study of Customer Life Time Value and its Impact on Customer Retention — Kavita Sharma and Arshi Zareen
4. Foreign Direct Investment in Retail: Neighborhood Retailers' and Consumers' Perspective —
5. Ramesh Kumar Chaturvedi
8. Factors Affecting Customers' Choice of Shopping - A Comparative Study of Online and Offline Shopping in Odisha, India — Puja Gupta and Narayan Sethi

**Journal of Indian School of Political Economy**

28 (1-2) January – June 2016

4. Adoption of a Demand-Centric Approach to Understand Housing Issues in Mumbai — Vidya Anand and Anand Venkatesh
5. Arrested Development: The Case of SJSRY across Two Cities — Anuradha Kalhan

**DOCUMENTATION**


**Book Reviews**

1. Caste in contemporary India by Jodhka, Surinder S. 
   Book Reviewed by Nilkantha Rath
2. Special Category states of India by Bhattacherjee, Govind
   Book Reviewed by M Govinda Rao

**An Obituary**

Dr. R. M. Honavar — Vikas Chitre

**Journal of Rural Development**


2. Health in Rural India: Towards A Comprehensive Health Index — Shilpa Chaudary
3. Occupational Structure in Rural Uttar Pradesh: What Changes the Recent NSSO Show? — Nomita P. Kumar
4. Socio-Economic Background and Use of Latrine in Rural India: An In-Depth Analysis — Mukesh and Kamal Pandey
6. Analysing Agriculture Extension Services for Media Mixes for Transfer of Technology — Sunita Raina, Hardeep Chahal and S. K. Kher
7. Impact of Mobile Phone on Livelihood of Rural People — Balwant Singh Mehta
8. Determinants of Sustainability of Microfinance Sector in India — Moususmi Singha Mahapatra and Swati Dutta

**Book Reviews**
1. Shelter security in Urban India: Path ways, Barriers and Outcomes by Darshini Mahadevia (ed.).
   **Book Reviewed by** Dr. G. Valentina
   **Book Reviewed by** Dr. G. V. Krishna Lohi Das

---

**GLOBAL FORUM**

Sustainable consumption and the Fourth Industrial Revolution — Sarita Nayyar
On how to develop without damaging the environment and widening inequalities

**Hot topic:**
The rise of the sharing economy — Tess Riley
The shabby economy — France Coppolla

**Business matters - news and trends**

**FEATURES**
The tension between technological innovation and inclusive industrialization — Wim Naude and Paula Nagler
Making the most of ISID Manuel — Manuel Albaladejo

**KEYNOTE FEATURE - Sustainable Development Goals**
Making the goals happen — David Nabarro
Five challenges for Least Developed Countries in the post-2015 era — Nathan Oxley
Managing the future using the SDGs — Peder Hoik Nielsen, of Novozymes

**Country feature: Nepal**
"Development with protection is our aim"
Good Business-profile of green technology company, BYD

**POLICY BRIEF**
Making industrial policy relevant again — Amanda Janoo
Rethinking the factory

**Endpiece**
New thinking on trade — Dirk Willem Te Velde

---

**Manpower Journal**

49, January – June 2016

**ARTICLES**
1. Inter-Social Group Disparities in Education in India — Gargi Ghosh
2. Gender Discrimination among Child Labour in Agriculture: A Study of Punjab — Mini Goyal and Pratibha Goyal
3. Dropouts and Wastage among the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe Students in Engineering Colleges in Kerala — K. Rajan
4. Technical Efficiency of Farms in Jungalmahal of West Bengal — Subrata Kundu
5. Determinants of Seasonal Migration in India — Jajati Keshari Parida and S. Madheswaran

BOOK REVIEWS
1. Work Matters - Critical Reflection on Contemporary Work by Sharon C. Bolton & Maeve Houlihan
   Book Reviewed by Feroz Khan
   Book Reviewed by Ruby Dhar

Manpower Journal
49 (3 & 4) July – December 2016

ARTICLES
Labour Market Discrimination in India: The Caste matters! — Anupama

NOTES & COMMENTS
1. Contributory Pension Schemes for Informal Workers in India: An Important Link to Transform Informal Workers into Formal Workers — Santlal Arora
3. Reservations, Creamy Layer and the Dalit Middle Class — Dr. G. Srinivas

BOOK REVIEWS
1. Women’s Employment and The Capitalist Family: Towards a Political Economy of Gender and Labour Market, by Ben Fine — Ayushi Agra wal
   Book Reviewed by Hemant Kumar Varshney
3. Institutional Design for Tackling Child Labour Problem by D. Rajasekhar, K. G. Gayathri Devi, V. Anil Kumar (eds.)
   Book Reviewed by Marshal Birua
4. India’s Tryst with Bt Cotton Learning from the First Decade by N. Lalitha & P. K. Viswanathan (eds.)
   Book Reviewed by Sanchita Bhattacharya

Mass Media
5 (54) September 2016

Research
1. Print Media Discourse in Kashmir: A Study of National and Local Dailies — Dr. Sabeha Mufti, Aadil Showkat
2. Post 9/11 Media Biases in the India-Pakistan Conflict — Joshua Branch, Dr. Matt Evans
3. Production of Nationalism in Zee News Factory — Purnima Oraon
4. Unethical Journalism — Abhay Kumar
5. Censoring Kashmir — A.G. Noorani
6. The Indian Press (Emergency powers) Act, 1931
Mass Media
5 (55) October 2016

Research
2. Depiction of Cultural Variation in Television — Dr. Bharati Bala Patnaik
3. Development of Public Service Broadcasting in India: Roles, Challenges and Possibilities — Jyoti Prakash Mohapatra

Speech
My Vision of India: 2047 AD — P. Sainath

Letter
Political Interference in the Working of Media and an Attempt to Trample Freedom of Expression — Shiv Inder Singh
My Resignation Letter to Zee News — Vishva Deepak

Pakistan Journal of Applied Economics
26 (1), Summer 2016
1. Inter-sectoral comparative and competitive advantages of South Africa — Macleans Mzumara and Anna Chingarande
2. Migrant remittances and corruption: An empirical analysis — Muhammad Tariq Majeed
3. Revisiting the relationship between $\beta$ and $\sigma$ convergence — Faiza Azhar Khan
4. Impact of CEOs pay disparity on stability of banks: Evidence from Pakistan — Ayyaz Ahmad, Saima Sarwar and M. Wasif Siddiqi

Research Notes
Children as scavengers (rag pickers): A case of Karachi — Akhtar A. Hai, Ambreen Fatima and Adeel Ali

Book Reviews
Migration and small towns in Karachi, Pakistan by Arif Hasan and Mansoor Raza (eds.)
Book Reviewed by Mahpara Sadaqat

Social Change
46 (3) September 2016

Articles
1. Religion and Development: Understanding their Relationship with Reference to Hinduism: A Study Marking the Centenary of Weber’s Religions of India — Vinay Kumar Srivastava
2. The State, Tribals and Law: The Politics behind the Enactment of PESA and FRA — Kamal Nayan Choubey
3. Child Deprivation in Gujarat — Aalok Ranjan Chaurasia
5. Employment Patterns among Agricultural Labourers in Rural Punjab — Gurmanpreet Singh and Kamaljit Singh
6. Gender Differences in Lifestyle: Results of a Survey among Indian School-going Adolescents — Arun Pratap Singh and Grishwar Misra

Commentary
New Education Policy: A Critique and a Submission — Ambarish Rai and Sneha Palit

Perspective
'Red Sun in the Blue Sky': Rohith Vemula's Utopian Republic — N. Sukumar

Book Reviews
1. The Phoenix Moment: Challenges Confronting the Indian Left by Praful Bidwar
   Book Reviewed by Manoranjan Mohanty
2. When the Saints Go Marching in: The Curious Ambivalence of Religious Sadhus in Recent Politics in India by Rajesh Pradhan
   Book Reviewed by Supriya Rao Pinisett
3. The Ballad of Bant Singh: A Qissa of Courage, Mohammad Aamir Khan and Nandita Hakser, Framed as a Terrorist My 14-Year Struggle to Prove My Innocence by Nirupama Dutt
   Book Reviewed by Ghazala Jamil
4. On Pauperism in Present and Past by Jan Breman
   Book Reviewed by Manasi Mahanty
5. India Since 2002: Articles Published in Mainstream, Yogesh Atal and Sunil K. Choudhary, Right Turn in Indian Polity—Modi on BJP’s Chariot by Mukul Dube
   Book Reviewed by Shashank Chaturvedi
6. Closure, Relocation and Displacement—Issues and Challenges in India by Avtar Singh
   Book Reviewed by Prakash Chand
7. The Indian Constitution and Social Revolution: Right to Property Since Independence by V. Krishna Ananth
   Book Reviewed by P. Puneeth

Social Scientist
44 (9-10) Sept. – October 2016
1. Nationalism and its detractors — K. N. Panikkar
2. Exploitation and rule — Sagar Sanyal
3. Europe’s South and Global South — Vaibhav Abnave
4. Israeli Occupation and Aggression against Arab Palestine — Shamir Hasan
5. Class, Identity and Empire: Scotsmen and Indian Education — Parimala V Rao

The Journal of Industrial Statistics
5 (2) September 2016
1. Subcontracting and Industrial Agglomeration: Related Phenomena in India’s Unorganised Manufacturing Sector — Ramaa Arun Kumar
3. Contract Workers in India’s Organised Manufacturing Sector — A. K. Panigrahi
4. Employment-Productivity Profile and Labour Demand Elasticity: A Preliminary Study of the Organized and Unorganized Indian Textile and Garment Firms — Sarmishtha Sen and Subrata Majumder

5. On Spatial Concentration of Organized Manufacturing Industries: A Look at Regional Perspective — Sajal Jana and Maniklal Adhikary

6. The Price of Prejudice: Employment Trend and Wage Discrimination of Women Workers in India — Shiny Chakraborty

7. Export Competitiveness and Intensity of Technology in Indian Manufacturing Industries - Analysis with ASI Unit Level Data — Panchanan Das, Abhishek Haider and Rahul Dutt

SECTION II: Facts and Figures

1. Selected Economic Indicators of Manufacturing Sector of India: Table 1
2. Employment by Industry Division in Manufacturing Sector: Table 2
3. Employment by Industry Group in Manufacturing Sector: Table 3
4. All India ASI Data Based on Units with 100 and more Employees: Table 4
5. New Initiatives in Annual Survey of Industries (ASI)

Vision

36 (2-3) April - Sept 2016

2. Ideological thought and Contribution — Sudhanshu Ranjan
3. Discrimination against Women and Denial of Human Rights: An Indian Experience — Karne Padmavathi
4. Non-Performing Assets and Its Ratio to Gross Advances of Scheduled Commercial Banks — Saiiesh Sandipam
5. Performance Evaluation of District Consumer Forums (DCFs) - A Study with Reference to DCF, Chittoor-ii, (Tirupati), A.P. P.V. Narasaiah — N. V. Rathnam
6. India’s Merchandise Exports: Growth and Composition — Panchanan Behera
7. Transport Development, Society and Economy Perspectives on Colonial Orissa — Ganeswar Nayak
8. Livelihood of Forest Dependent People and NTFP Marketing Pattern in Keonjhar District of Odisha — Sanjaya Kumar Mishra
9. From Indentured Labour to the Head of the State or Rashtrapradhan - A Study of the Overseas Indian of Ananda Gopal Gosh & the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century — Dahlia Bhattacharya
10. Impact of Industrial Environment on Socio-economic Conditions of Mine Workers: A study of Coal Industries in Odisha — Abhaya K. Naik & Krupasindhu Pradhan
11. Splendours of Odishan Painting — Dinanath Pathy
12. Rethinking for the Up-liftment of the Status of women in Odisha — Jayashree Nanda
13. Debt. Pattern of Beneficiaries of MGNREGS - A Study in Kurnool District of Andhra Pradesh — P. Rajaiah & G Vankata Rami
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<tr>
<td>10.</td>
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“Carceral Feminism’ as Judicial Bias: The discount around Statev. Mahmood Farooqui by Pratiksha Baxi
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